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Adopting new technology or tools into you business can
be hard. But when you’re a small team, every minute counts
and finding ways to do more with less is essential.
When Lonny Reed, owner of Legend Engineering and
professional engineer licensed in 20 states, was faced
with a staffing shortage and strained resources, he sought
to expand his toolbox with drone surveying.
Established in 2005, Legend Engineering performs topographic
surveys and design for retail and industrial projects across the
US, along with surveying and construction management. Based
in Heber, Utah, it has about a dozen employees with two to four
surveyors on staff at any one time.

At first, self-processing and accuracy
concerns put off drone adoption
Reed first heard about drones as a worksite tool when
working with Komatsu’s Smart Construction initiative. “They’d
use some of our sites as test sites to do drone surveying,”
said Reed. “We knew that we needed to get into the drone
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survey world for a few years, and it never seemed feasible
because of the amount of processing.”
But once Legend Engineering decided to go all in on drone
surveying, they did their homework on the data processing
side of things.
When they had Part 107 certified drone pilots, they flew
some test sites to process data using Pix4D. “We were
getting ready to start [using] it on [project] sites, but without
much confidence. Processing error and processing time was
an issue,” recalled Reed. They were seeing errors of three or
four feet, after an arduous time of processing data.
“We’d set up the data and start it processing for 10 hours,
or however long it takes, only to find that we’d set a parameter
wrong and we’d have to go back and redo it for another
10 hours. It was quite the process.”
With time being a limited and valuable resource, selfprocessing was a bad fit for Legend Engineering.
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“Propeller has saved us from some
staffing issues.”
But after one of his surveyors was injured during an on-site
survey, Reed knew he needed a solution that worked to help
with his surveying jobs. “He hurt his knee. He actually quit
the surveying profession on us. We’ve had a terrible time
trying to replace him,” said Reed.
“In the meantime, [my colleague] Chris Faulhaber from
Komatsu Equipment Company had been experimenting with
Propeller’s capabilities. He told us the accuracies they were
seeing, and we decided to try it.”

Using crew time efficiently used to be hard
Without one of Legend Engineering’s vital surveyors, Reed
needed to use his team’s time as efficiently as possible. Work
was piling up. Even for smaller, one- or two-arce sites, survey
would take a whole day when you factored in travel time.
Before using drone surveying, man hours and crew time
expended to get survey data was one of their bigger time
sinks. “Being able to get out and do all the field work we
needed with one field surveyor and one office surveyor—
our field time was becoming the bottleneck,” Reed noted.
Using drones to survey sites, the Legend Engineering team
can now capture a survey in a couple of hours. With all that
extra time, surveyors can also capture the boundary lines of
a site, if needed.

Drone surveying lets surveyors use their
time more efficiently
Legend Engineering frequently surveys many small sites.
So while the surveying itself can be done quicker than
on larger sites, the team has to travel more often, which
adds a lot of commute time to the average job.
“If you were to take that one-acre site and do it conventionally,
it’d take one day of crew time just going around picking
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up all the curb and gutter points and parking stalls and all
that,” explained Reed. “Using a drone, you’d be there max two
hours. There’s quite a [time] savings there.”
With the time put back on the clock, Reed and his team can
do more with the same resources. “What we’ll do is have our
surveyors do the boundary, property lines, and set control for
us. Then one of us will go out with the drone and pick up the
rest of the information. That allows the surveyors to do their
job and pick up more sites,” explained Reed.

Propeller’s processing and QA put time
back on the clock
Reed sees using drone surveying and Propeller as an aid
to save time both in the field and in the office.
“If you look at it just from an office-time standpoint, you usually
have someone in the office who you’re paying $20–50 per hour
plus the software plus the processing time and all that,” said
Reed. That’s just the baseline, and doesn’t include the cost it
takes to capture good data.
Before using Propeller to process their data, Legend Engineering
had at least one staff member doing the processing, which could
take a day to a day and a half to complete.
“But uploading the drone photos to Propeller takes 20 minutes
and then they can go about their day,” said Reed. With a small
and nimble team like Legend Engineering’s, any time saved
on administrative tasks has a big impact.
Not only does Propeller take care of all the data processing
on our servers—freeing up company machines—QA reports
are provided for every dataset and every dataset is reviewed
by geospatial experts. “The final map comes back in less than
24 hours,” said Reed. “You can get the files you need where
they’re supposed to be and it’s accurate—it’s a no brainer.”
The potential for using drone surveying to collect data in the
field and the Propeller Platform to process drone data and
visualize it was huge. But Propeller also proved to be a tool
to improve Legend Engineering’s communication with clients.
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Client communication is easier with
Propeller’s visuals

For smaller teams, new technology
makes a big difference

Before Propeller, Legend Engineering ran client meetings with
the conventional data and visualization—that is spreadsheets.

When you’re a small, agile team like Legend Engineering,
the benefits of new technology can be felt quickly and keenly.
Because there are fewer people to onboard, the integration
process is smoother and the implementation can be immediate.

“From an engineer’s standpoint, that’s easy to look at and see
what you’re dealing with. But for the contractor or client, it’s
hard to see what’s going on there,” noted Reed. “Being able
to see the color-coded map and rotate that [3D site survey]
is a game changer for them.”
Old Dominion is Legend Engineering’s biggest and most
important client. The company has a number of teams based
around the country, and they recently adopted take-off
software for preliminary work on a select group of projects.
When Reed and his team explained how they were using
Propeller’s data and visualization software to work on their sites,
“they were pretty excited,” noted Reed. After they built a few
models to see what the software was capable of, they started
using Propeller as a resource on weekly conference calls.
Now, “we can see the sites they’re considering building and
pull them up in Propeller, and look at them and analyze them
all together. That’s been really exciting.”
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For Legend Engineering, using drones to survey their sites
and Propeller to process and visualize data means they can
cover gaps in staffing and save surveyor time—all while
communicating better with clients and each other.

Want to get started with Propeller
on your site?

Contact us today

Read more about Komatsu America Corp. and Propeller Aero
Inc.’s partnership to boost the efficiency of construction jobsites
using drone-powered mapping and analytics software.
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